The Satanic Spreading of Truth and
Freedom, Revealing the Jewish Race For
what it is.
-By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
[From another post, which I replied]
descarte666 wrote:
“”Like you said, a lot of people are just worn and torn from this slave
existence. Even if you tell and show them what is really going on, they just
continue to act in passivity. OUR ONCE GREAT AND MIGHTY PEOPLE HAVE
BEEN TRAINED TO BE AS OBEDIENT AS LAPDOGS! WE SHOULD BE
ASHAMED!””
I was very surprised when I was advised by a close friend/comrade to read
George Orwell's, 1986 (Now its hot linked in the JoS Library, so you must all
read this, and then I found from Orwell again, "Animal Farm". I haven't
done prior to writing this post, neither have I completed reading this but
this shows that nevertheless, many people in the past and now have seen
the evident in regards to these slaver authorities. People need to wake up,
no matter how brutal it may be. Those who suffer most aren't those who
raise their heads, its those who do not raise their heads. Everyone has to
read these books, or at least read a summary, as they are important. Given
for people like Orwell, Descartes, Hugo Grotius, Machiavelli, Plato,
Aristotle, Socrates, Franklin, Francis Bacon, and many other writers and
people from all over the World, we can still say we have a touch with
civilized civilization. All this becomes destroyed in all these enemy
judeofilth regimes where they wipe out all intelligentsia and all people who
are civilized, capstones of culture and of course, real spirituality.
They go as far as murdering anyone who is lliterate, and they did this in
Soviet Russia by the masses. At the time of Stalin and Lenin, many didn't
know how to write down their own name. Read what if you don't even

know how to read.
If you didn't know how to read, how anything would be even possible.
Subverting and destroying language is also used by the Jews, as a weapon
to blind and stupify the masses. I read a research paper that showed how
actually, complex languages and communications are the best ways to
communicate for your brain. Japanese is a great instance, same with the
Ancient Languages. These activate both parts of the brain and expand the
way you understand reality. Subverting the language, you subvert the
thinking process. The jews in universities, writers and other filth, they are
doing this on purpose. This is why talking in an intelligent manner is seen as
something that is unwelcomed. Infact, by more complex communication,
you can transmit thoughts better and think of other more important things.
If in your mind there are sole words such as "eat, drink, shit, sleep", then
you are what you think and become what you think. If you reduce "eat
drink shit sleep" to "i, y, st, sl" then you become even more stupid. And you
aren't far from slowly drifting into just uttering jungle sounds and becoming
a jungle man again. Then after this level, its the level of Communism. Even
lower than the jungle. Where you don't even think about "eat drink shit
sleep" anymore, you just do this. This is the level where the jewish son of a
Rabbi Marx did put as "Alienation" of "workers" . And from there on its the
beginning of a cyborg and worse. Man is made into a cyborg worker. In
reality, like your body, everything relates with something similar. And this is
the case here.
Also, I read in another report how words that we do not use, stop having
meaning for us. Destroying the notions of words such as "love" and
infesting them with strange meanings, this destroys the emotional
understanding behind the word, and as thus, what it carries too. As thus I
would be certain this reduces your emotional IQ and also your intelligence.
But also your happiness. Slowly mankind drifts into a reality of nonsense
and physicality. This is where Marxism comes in again, the level of "Gross
Materialism" is this level. It should be obvious by now. Learning different
languages also expands your mind and its scientifically observed that it
makes you more intelligent, enhances memory. People with talents in this

should by no means stop this.
Additionally, "brute" languages like Old Norse, Old Germanic, Ancient
Greek, Egyptian, Sanskrit and whatever else, the kikes have worked to
destroy in their core. Meanings destroyed, meanings lost in the sands of
time, pronunciations and letters hidden even from researchers, hidden
notions destroyed. The Kabbalah was originally Egyptian and Far Eastern
and did build around this principle. Plato, Pythagoras (look these guys up)
went to the Far East to get this education. Pythagoras waited 7 years to get
initiated in Egyptian mysteries. Its stated that he reached the Godhead and
that he made it to be immortal. There is mystery around this character and
his titanic proportions of intelligence. Another instance is Imhotep. He was
a man but he reached so high and in the end he became a God. This has
happened all over the World.
I have personally saw a Demon who looked no less than a Vietnamese, with
a traditional clothing that resembles the ritualistic clothes of the very old
Primordial Buddhists/Vietnamese. Back to languages though. The sounds
produced are very powerful, the further back one goes. In the jewish
language, there are strong utterances, as this is stolen from the Phoenician.
In other words, you tell someone to fuck off and go die, and the sound
produced has much more of an effect than simply saying "Sir, go fuck
yourself". Sanskrit is a spiritual language in itself. Many words are mantras
and not merely spoken words. The enemy also does this, that they keep
mentioning Nazism as Nazism. I know this is the word we define National
Socialism now, but this started off as a bad word, with bad rep, meant
simply to eradicate the "National Socialism" part that it contains. National
Socialism contains meaning, Nazism is an acronym. When you say "National
Socialism" you arose meanings and questions. Nazism is more simplified.
People in the past were so much lacking of education, that many can't even
comprehend this. Go 100 years ago in Russia and you will see the amount
of illiterate people reached well over 80%.They only knew the biblical
bullshit and crap, church attendance and how to starve themselves to
death due to the jewish controlled monarchy of the Czar. Rasputin was

leading Czarist Russia, and the internal circle of the church, who controlled
the Czar like a little boy. He sure was better than the Communists, but still
he was controlled. It doesn't mean that if he was the Czar he was entitled
to any knowledge of the spirit. These were heavily delving in the Kabbalistic
and jewish teachings and from the undercurrents, they did run everything.
All who know about this know that the Czar was nothing but a kid that
merely contacted the jewish crapster clerics for any inquiry and questions
on how to govern. There was never a time of the Czar or any Russian
Kingdom, just merely, christian orthodox rulership. What the jews did is
take the conditioned to xianity populace and finalize their ends of
Communism, with lots of lies and deceptions. Step 1 to Step 2. Then,
everyone knows what followed, a modern instance of yet another darkest
times of Mankind pretty much. It’s all a two sided game people, wake up
and its all carried on against you. Separation of church and state hasn't
happened in many places of the world still. I won't mention the Middle
East, as these people have been literally destroyed by this.
Once the good people are gone and only people who are willing subjects
remain, a people/race/nation will be easily enslaved. The enemy does this
and this is why they push Race Mixing. The separation of Races, as it did in
the Ancient times, produces strong Races, who don't want to be subjects to
slavery or anything else. Health is a major factor of this. Most of the time,
Race mixing doesn't produce the good results. When someone is stupid,
sick, damaged for whatever reason and they need 20 pills a day to survive,
they are pretty much owned by the pharmacist. I do not mean this is "evil"
in itself, but this something that should be unwelcomed. If technology is
put under the service of Humanity and not of jewish profit, all diseases,
including maybe those who we think as "incurable", can and WILL be cured.
Therefore, people will win again the freedom of their own health, which is a
birthright the jews are stealing away.
They basically want to kill you all and assimilate you for that reason, but
rather, they propagandize this so you will do this yourselves, while thinking
you are also "trendy". You have to adhere to the notion of "trendy", or you
will be "not trendy" and oh my, how bad is it to be a sensible being in a

world of idiots and fools. They basically do sell you a feeling of jewish crap,
so you will sell out the Truth inherent in your own being and bastardize it.
They buy it cheaply, because fools market it cheaply. They are of course, as
the kikes say, CHEAP as beings. No money, means cheap and worthless in
the kike system. One can have the greatest mind, aspirations and soul, yet
they are trash due to their income, right? No matter how much one tries
and works, they are as much of a worth as their monthly paycheck, right?
WRONG. FUCKING WRONG BY ALL SENSE OF THE WORD!! IN THE NEW AGE
OF SATAN THIS IS PERMANENTLY ENDING, SAME AS THE ENEMY. We are
not against materliasm, but this has went so much off balanced that we can
only call this judaist materliasm. Its abnormal. Idiocy, weakness, stupidity
and lies are promoted endlessly for this reason. A lie of a life is promoted
for the same reason. In this enviroment, the strongest of the weakest can
prevail over anyone. This is why the jews have made things as they do.
Because people have grown weak. Or for better saying, because they have
been brainwashed into feeling they are weak.
The fact that there is freedom still is due to some people who were willing
to go against the jewish sociospiritual and physical authorities and
superpowers, who have for years imposed things such as the Middle Ages,
the Dark Ages, Year Zero, destroyed the Middle East with their Islamic
bullshit, enslaved Africa through their so called "corporations", raped and
destroyed Mexico, undone the Native Americans, Run the slave trade later,
destroyed Egypt, Assisted the Ottoman Empire and Byzantine Empire to
fuck everything up and put everything "under christ" and other pedophiles
and jewish paranoid leaders and the list goes endless. Nobody in this world
hasn't suffered from the jewish problem, directly or indirectly. These recent
two thousand years have been the years of the greatest bloodshed and
stupidity humanity has ever known, EVER.
Among the 100 millions Chinese who perished under communism, were the
best and highest forms of Chinese life, culture, and general education and
spiritual power. China was damaged and made into what it is today after
this, with the feces and dung Communist leftovers ruling the country. This
is why Buddhism and such detoriated later. Same with Tibet. Tibet was

attacked and was taken over by the filthy kikes after a point, to the trash
that it is today. The teachings have made it to the fat hands of the jews, no
different than how they salvaged much info and knowledge from the
Egyptian tombs and so on, so forth. Relics, books, tablets, testimonies,
diaries, all these are confiscated. They have all made important notes that
you can keep and retain in your mind, as to expand your knowledge. Major
part of this is removing the Deities and Spiritual ethics of the people, which
are in fact the root of advancement of civilization. Communism gets to a
point where all is erased. Even your name. IF you have a name and not a
number. The only reason this didn't get totally destroyed is because Stalin
died and also, the resistance of the Gentile people with Adolf Hitler.
Nowadays they are developing the means to make this TOTAL. Really
totalitarian. Beyond what you can now understand in your present terms of
living. Imagination might also lack for many.
We are talking like, you will take a shit and they will know the time and
hour you did this. They are developing Artificial Intelligence that has its own
mind and can watch you. In human conditions, you would need one person
for every citizen to enslave them totally, 24/7. That’s impossible and can't
happen. With the condition of technology, you don't need anyone. Just a
system that can "think", "predict" and make "decisions", but also maybe
"learn". If it also has the brains to kill people who, lets say, curse jehova or
the jewish powers that be, then its good. I read in the blog of a kike, that I
cannot post because it will be dragged down probably in some days by the
kikes if the find out, that there is a system developed in Israel, that goes
under many names, such as "New Jerusalem" "Metatron", "Zion", "Beast"
and many other names. I think its named "New Jerusalem" basically. Yes,
when I read that shit I cringed too and questioned many times if this is valid
for a moment. This taken in conjunction of the brainchip research going on
in Pissrael, where do you think this is going really? They may fail, but they
are surely attempting this, right here, right now. Unfortunately, yes it is
valid.
When we tell you jews are psychopathic race of yids, we mean it. This is the
system of Artificial Intelligence that they are building so they want to

impose this. This system will actually be "god". Also, they envision some
idiotic kike, which is "Jewsus" the "Messiach" who will be the
"personification" of this and exist in Earth, using all sorts of tech to fuck
people up and make the enslavement total, like the living counterpart of
this system. So total that all kikes will own 2800 slaves, as its written in the
Talmud. Go figure, jewish insanity. Yids are always fucking yids. You give
these aliens a fucking knife and they try to make it an atomic bomb to
enslave the Goyim. The "Matrix" movie which was a huge hit in the
"millenium era", written by jews, is based upon this. In this movie the
technology went haywire and even attacked the jews in the end, as it could
make decisions on its own. The jews were nevertheless "saved" in the "New
Zion" created by the Artificial Machines. So in the end, kikes do, kikes win,
the same propaganda, opposition and kikes are one, lies and kikes are
always friends. They do see systems and technology as the jewish "god"
brought down to Earth. This psychopathic shit eater they call "god" (the
one that watches you as you masturbate and wants to send you in a fiery
pit of brimstone if you don't become his slave, but can't do this since it
doesn't exist) they want to make this actual, material, existing. In other
words, they want to materliaze this "idea" of the jewish "God", right here in
the physical realm. Inject it inside your head, hook you into some "mother
database" and the list goes and goes. They are working for that shit,
everyday, without pause.
Always remember, jews do the worst things with the best promises. They
say they conduct experiments to learn and advance health and living, while
meanwhile, they have created this shitty life that leads to that. They own all
the means that subject the world in such horrible conditions and they are
affiliated with these. They want to save you from themselves supposedly.
The source of affliction wants to save you from affliction, only that you will
end with quadruple affliction in the end. You are messing with affliction
after all. Any other expectation is the product of lack of choices and
hopelessness on the part of the Goyim. The same thing they did in
Communist countries, they do again. People are promised the skies and the
heavens, equality, freedom, food, whatever. All that they were deprived of.
Then, when the kikes take power, all this is the exact reverse, destruction,

pits of doom, gulags and hunger. People are promised peace by xianity,
they become insane, neurotic, hopeless and suicidal, depressed and full of
fear. Not only they were now deprived, they were now lower than animals.
This is always the case with the "chosen of god". It has always been such.
Jew Ray Kurzweil, author of some shitty book named "How to Create a
Mind" (talks about AI's being developed in minds of their own, I would
presume) and other higher up kikes in "google" and other corporations,
obvious more or less, they talk about the "Artificial Intelligence" and how
its getting developed. Not simple artificial intelligence like your computers,
which are under YOUR control, but that is under its OWN control. It does
possess its own artificial calculating “mind” so to speak. Professors from
MIT such as Minsky (both kikes) conversate here about how potentially this
technology might destroy us.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZ3ahBm3dCk
This kike also mentions bizarre bullshit about uploading your mind in a hard
drive, LOL, having a digital body in a digital world of a computer simulation
and other crap. Maybe they can upload theirs since they don't possess any.
But their mind IS uploaded already somewhere. Its called "Bible, Torah,
Talmud, Protocols of the Elders of Zion, Quaran etc.". And their digital
simulation is already uploaded as well, but only to a percent. They call this
shit "life" nowadays. You are living in a lie of some kike author. Thankfully,
it hasn't been fully theirs. They are merely trying to make it 100%. At 100%,
we have what we call as Communism nowadays and with our own terms.
But you deserve better, don't you? Because if you don't, stop reading now
and go eat jewish dung, hang yourself and spare the world of the pain of
your existence.
Greys, Reptilians and others have done this too with technology and made
cyborgs that could "think" on their own, no different than greys. We know
from the info we have on the ET's that these reptilians destroyed their
home planets and ravaged other places, due to what they created going
bonkers. They destroyed themselves actually. The kikes are doing the same

thing. This is another points that proves beyond any doubt that their
"offspring" follows loyally after their steps, in full accordance to the "word
of god" which is nothing but a fairytale inspired by sources that are reptilian
and is meant to enslave us. But this is all in the higher spectrum of things,
that not all jews do know, YET, many do. They don't need to know, they
need to work. They are slaves that are meant to enslave anyone else. This is
why any emotions or anything are alien to the enemy and neither do they
really experience any. It’s called an "anomaly" by them. We are an anomaly
because we exist. Our existence and all we are is an "anomaly" pretty
much. We need to be weeded out like in an algorithm. The only anomaly
we can all see is obviously the deathly and murderous kikes, which need to
be leveled totally. They are the ones who invented and brought this shit to
humanity. We were perfect. In a perfect planet. Now this is all going down
the drain because of these nuts having power.
For those bringing up the excuse of time...That this is somehow
"impossible" or requires much time, I remind you that in 2000, you had a
cellphone that looked like a fucking 1 kilo brick with 9 buttons and could
only do phone-calls. Now you hold a device in your hand that has
internalized millions of times more things. And this is only the tip of the
iceberg. Now that we are talking about Ice-Bergs, what about the jew
Zuckerberg? The shit he invented to make a database for every human on
earth didn't even exist in 2000. Now, its part of "everyday" life. It has
almost took over the lives of peoples. Some people are living all day into
that shit. Just go on a deeper level with this and you will see what could
have been "potentially" developed all this time, or what could be
potentially be developed in 1, 2 or 5 years from now. Let alone 15 or 25.
Xian "Prophecies" also come into play with this. "Prophesies" are nothing
but crap, but the jews knew, as others in the Ancient World and us today
from Quantum Physics, that observation of atoms creates reality, in
accordance to how one sees this. People are foolishly told the jewish
dreams and goals are the "word of god" and they think these will surely
happen, so they waste their life under the thumb of the enemy, while all
their actions are guided towards this purpose. This is why the "messiah"

always "comes" and never "comes". It’s all a joke, but it will turn into a
black anecdote once the enemy has enough energy and power to manifest
this. And as we said, they ARE doing this. Prophesies are basically this "Stay
there, bend over and wait to get raped, as this is the word of 'god', It will
happen anyway no matter if you resist" and if you have any objections,
then more bluffs "Oh, it must happen, so you will be saved and get in
heaven by dah lawd" or "nature will condemn us" or "its the natural cause
of things", "that’s how it should be" and the list goes endless. It must be
accepted and absorbed into the mind, with any justification, like this shit is
"TRUE" and will "MATERIALIZE".
The jews do more and more of this, as to give legitimacy to this crap. Its the
same thing like, I tell you that tomorrow there will be day. When you wake
up and you see its day, you think I am a god because you lack knowledge,
but I know better. I tell you that you will find 50 dollars on the road today, I
put 50 dollars here and you think I am some sort of "god" for knowing this,
while I was the one that STAGED it in the first place. Only, this is not based
on dollars, streets, you and me, but the Occult spiritual knowledge, the
Kabbalah and occult laws that the major populace will never know unless
educated about this. They say bullshit about the "mark of the beast", they
make a mark of the beast and will attempt to impose it on people, as to
bring out the air of the inevitable. So nobody will turn against this filth,
consider it normal, inevitable and also, think that the end is also set.
Therefore they will all try to run to church for salvation and again, the jew
wins and owns them from all sides. This pushes the mindless sheep back in
the pit, with even more fear than before, faithfully serving again their own
damnation. No matter "with" or "against", xians and the rest of the
conspiracy "theorists" are only parts of the same pig farm of lies and work
with it, in front or the reverse. This is how the jews work. They own all
sides. They don't own just one. How deep that shit has went into the minds
of people and how certain they are that this "WILL" and "SHOULD" come,
determines the power they put in that shit, and also their effort to bring it
to existence for those that work for this. In other words, they materialize
unknowingly their own damnation and jewish domination of the planet,
their own "prophecies" are made true by their own hands and absolutely

no "god" has anything to do with this.
The kikes if left unimpeded, they will keep going. Simple as that. But
someone wants to put an end to this. Yes, yes, its not bad now. In the
obvious level its not. Nothing the kikes create are bad on an obvious level.
Remember, again, GREAT AND LARGE PROMISES of the kikes, like in
Communism. More dust in your eyes. Its known all this data is fetched for
one reason- social and other types of experiments and control. This is what
the Yiddish mind does things for. They don't give you real freedom. Only
freedom that can turn or will surely turn in the greatest cripple you ever
experienced. Its not so you can talk with your Grandma Matildha for free.
This is how YOU see it. This is not how THEY see it. You have DIFFERENT
eyes. You are not the SAME. You are against each other, even if you asleep.
One freedom and if you are stupid with this and mishandle it, you will lose
it. We need to protect every freedom that comes our way and use it
sensibly, because the kikes are literally just waiting around the corner to
blow shit up, like they did and they are already doing in other parts of the
World, where you could not read this without dying. If you think this is too
far, look again. And read history. Idiots who don't know history, are as good
as blind. And i know there are people who are blind and they are Satanists,
that may be physically blind but they can see with their mind the meaning
of Satan, as was one comrade that used to post long ago in the groups. SO
NOT EXCUSES, NEVER!!!!
ISRAEL WILL GET WHAT SHE DESERVES! That's what Satan has to say. And
thats all we say too.
YOU CAN EVIDENTLY SEE HOW AFRAID AND HOW PARANOID THE JEWS
ARE WHEN THEY ARE FOUND OUT AND THE EXTENT WHERE THEY WILL GO
TO PROTECT THEIR ALIEN EXISTENCE BY ENSLAVING ANYONE. THE NEED TO
ENSLAVE AND SUPPRESS SHOWS THAT THEY DO LACK REASSURANCE IN
THEMSELVES AND THAT THEY ARE AFRAID THE "PIG FARM" WILL BREAK
ANYDAY.
Going back to the matter of civilization. You kill the civilizers and you kill

civilization. Then once they are dead you replace them with jewish reptilian
Neanderthals that subvert and destroy everything that has remained, while
going ape-shit on the population and enslave anyone, killing people each
morning just to feel good. I heard once about how Stalin couldn't sleep at
night if he didn't kill at least 1000 people a day. These are the jews and
these are the jewish master. When there is no civilization, the jews reign
supreme. And where they reign supreme, it all goes down the drain. Still
people who have been attacked by the jewish cancer haven't recovered
and since the past can't be undone, there is endless damage that needs
fixing. But its very possible in itself. And those who are still aware do owe
this to the world.
I was questioned once if I am at all worried with what we do here and I
know some few of you think of this too. I am not and you shouldn't. I can
live my life knowing I may be attacked, pressured, scorned, burned at some
stake, but I could never live my life knowing all this shit the enemy is and
doing nothing. Not fighting for Freedom is the highest price one can pay,
especially when they know the Truth. You have one life and you can do
something with it. Try, although I know this might be in many cases
impossible, to go to bed at night and knowing you have done the best for
yourself and for the world around you. That day is a good day. Don't try to
live life like you are eternal when you are not and by this I mean physically,
before one has ascended. Mortality should be the greatest motivation and
your greatest advantage, as much of a paradox it may seem. On one hand,
strive to achieve the Godhead and become Immortal. But the fact that you
are still not, should motivate you to live a fulfilling life and do what you
could do, right here, right now. Do not borrow from the future. I do not
borrow from the future and I write this for us all now. On the other hand,
be Human. Be as human as you can be. Be aware of both and be both.
There is nothing "evil" in being Human. It’s just that Humanity is not very
far-seeing and this is a weakness. Build continuous good habits that elevate
yourself. Aristotle said that man is his habits and this is very true. Mortality
isn't about any fear, especially when one is a Satanist and they know the
Truth. It should act as mere motivation. Humanity was supposed to be
elevated, but we were attacked. For however long this lasts, for whatever

you can do, you must do it. You can bow your little fucking head, see the
kikes go by, destroy everyone, and YOU that KNEW, and you that was ABLE
TO STOP THIS, you shut your mouth. Sucking up injustice is far worse than
being victim of it, at least, for many people. In the stupid hopes that this
will somehow make a better life of of you, which is another lie. I think you
got it by now that all these things are LIES. Outright, Raw, LIES.
I do not say open your mouth to get yourselves in danger, or do any other
bizarre actions. I mean simply, live life. Meditate every day to advance
yourself, so you can know down the road how much you have achieved.
When you do this, really do this. Stay there and do this, live it. WHEN YOU
BUILD YOUR SOUL YOU ARE BUILDING ON THE ETERNAL. There is nothing
better you can do with your time than that in this, or any other world. I
have met with many deceased persons, on the "other side" and they all
were pleading for the fact they didn't know the Truth once they were alive,
or because they couldn't meditate once they were alive. But this should be
your LAST motivator. Your first should be for Truth and Power, but also
enjoyment. Meditation is really fun and you shouldn't approach it in any
pressing manner. Motivated, yes, determined, YES, pressured and
anxiously, NO. Don't just do it for "tomorrow", do it for now.
Opening your mouth, this is metaphorical, not some excuse for idiots to say
we advocate anything wrong. They say before you open your mouth, put
your tongue on your brain. Think matters first. In fact, we advocate what’s
right and sensible, but also, effective. The spiritual warfare and educational
undoing of the enemy is what has destroyed them eternally, not in the
present. I mean, open your mouth and give knowledge where this applies
and gives fruit, such as internet warfare for instance. Internet warfare
works insane works, even while you might never understand this. People
are coming everyday by the hundreds to Satan, because they realize their
errors. They are not stupid, at least most of them. They just don't know
what to do, which is true. In fact, we didn't know either. The Gods helped
us and this is why they try to remove the Gods from our lives, minds and
Souls. A member stated how the Truth hit them like a ton of bricks. The
Truth can hurt, but lies do kill. The Truth immortalizes, the lies damn and

destroy. Also, the Truth hurts ONLY when one is lied and deceived. It hurts
because it saves those willing from imminent death. It hurts like a caffeine
shot on the butt, that wakes you up. Otherwise, it’s only pure pleasure,
euphoria, elevation and freedom. If people can't handle a caffeine shot to
wake up from deathly slumber, they are worthy of their own fate.
Then, they will rape and destroy everyone and game is over. What you are
left with, a total wasted chance. A total and wasted life, wasted Soul,
wasted self, wasted potential. Wasted due to fear of some sky kike that
might destroy you. They can all put all the filthiness where it came from, in
their ass. And ITS NEVER TOO LATE TO DO THIS. This would be the worst
punishment for any human being. Taking the choice of freedom is a choice
everyone must take it. This is what largely defines someone who is of worth
on the inside and who is not. This is really the ladder of the "Spiritual
order". Its not a ladder of materialism, but pride you have within. You need
to get in touch with this and take it out of yourself, for yours and everyone
else's sake.
Your chances to survive this without doing anything are ZERO. You will
certainly perish at some point, or get destroyed, or whatever. What are you
doing everyday here, about what you know and about what you see
coming? About your dreams? About Freedom? What do you want to
preserve? I could care less to preserve personally petty when so much is at
stake. It’s worth taking ANY risk whatsoever for freedom. It’s worth dying
for it a thousand times. It’s not worth it to live a hundred lives under the
psychopathic materializations of the kikes. It’s of worth to fly once like an
Eagle, than to live like a fucking pig inside your own shit. What’s even
better, is when you execute this tactfully and successfully.
More so, successful, centered, sensible and fruitful rebellion against any
sort of "Tyrant" is the most giant achievement. What would have been
made of the World if Adolf Hitler sat down and thought what would happen
if he would be called a bad guy, or the eventual loss of the whole operation.
If millions who went and fought the kikes didn't do this. You would have
probably be sitting (if you existed) in some Gulag, only to be fed piece of

bread for 15 hours of work. You would be afraid that you would die anyday,
anyhow, at any moment. You would have never had Satan, or any
knowledge that you do now possess. You would not be living a "harder"
life, but the life of SWINE and lower than this. At least swine can't
understand quite what they are living.
This is for stupid idiots. People who know the Truth can see what is coming
up. Weren't it for those who fought with Hitler and raised their heads,
Communism might have advanced inside Europe and we would all be
doomed after this. This includes all times and historical events. America and
everywhere, Europe, Middle East, whatever have you. You spread Truth,
you spread and sow life and freedom. You spread lies, you spread and sow
jewism, death and damnation. And they say what you reap...That you will
sow. And the enemy has spread insane amounts of shit, so you know what's
up.
Each one, teach one.
The Truth must be spread and as the hebraic zombie said, the truth will set
you free. Said, the master slaver of the kikes, the most major false idol and
image of oppression and victimization to ever exist. Coming from the
mouth of the worst slaver idol ever worshipped, the greatest lie to plague
Humanity these two thousand years. Whose "Father" is the most
murderous and vengeful hebraic "god" to ever exist. And is in itself the
worst lie to ever cross history, but this is proven beyond what "proofs" go
by now...It took the enemy approximately 3000 years of enslavement to get
there and brag about it, it took us some few years to shake the basis
beneath their feet. This the Power of Truth.

You now KNOW. You can now SEE. Your blinded eyes have been opened.
You might not see everything, but the more you try, the more you will see.
Satan is Truth. No different than how I live for Satan, I live for what He
represents. Truth and Freedom.

SIEL HEIL!!!!
You know how fatal this Truth is for these people and the "cheezen" people
of "god", and why they have been from day one against "Satan" who by the
way means in Sanskrit, Eternal Truth. Why they want to destroy the "Seed
of Satan" [The Gentile people], who are children of such Truth, while they
know it consciously or not. The Truth will destroy them, just spread it.
Spread it everyday to all the corners of the Earth and the Astral. In Truth
lies all the Power and Immortality. In Truth all lies dissolve and there is only
Truth. Satanism is Truth.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

